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Abel Meeropol Billie Holiday 



Meeropol was a 
communist and 

sympathetic to Julius 
and Ethel Rosenberg. 
Later, he and his wife 

Anne adopted the 
Rosenbergs' two sons, 
Michael and Robert, 
who were orphaned 
after their parents' 

executions for 
espionage. Michael 
and Robert took the 
surname Meeropol. 



"There is nothing in 
the least delicate 

about the slaughter of 
innocents. . . . One of 
my all-time favorite 
lines comes from the 
black American poet 
Langston Hughes. It 
reads, simply, 'There 
is no lavender word 

for lynch'."  
 

— Wole Soyinka (Climate of 
Fear: The Quest for Dignity in 

a Dehumanized World) 
 



• Lynching is a premeditated 
extrajudicial killing by a group. 
It is most often used to 
characterize informal public 
executions by a mob in order to 
punish an alleged transgressor, 
or to intimidate a group. It is an 
extreme form of  informal group 
social control such as charivari, 
riding the rail, and tarring and 
feathering, and often conducted 
with the display of  a public 
spectacle for maximum 
intimidation. It is to be 
considered an act of  terrorism 
and punishable by law. 
Instances of  lynchings and 
similar mob violence can be 
found in every society. 
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A lawyer should be 
mindful of 

deficiencies in the  
administration of 

justice. 
 

Preamble – ABA Model Rules 



A lawyer, as a 
member of the legal 

profession, is a 
representative of 

clients, an officer of 
the legal system and a 
public citizen having 
special responsibility 

for the quality of 
justice. 

 
Preamble – ABA Model Rules 



• "There is a law governing the 
meeting of  the races. When a 
powerful race meets a helpless 
race, two things happen. First, 
there is a carnival of  crime. 
Cruelty and oppression take 
place: some men in each race 
become hard-hearted. But the 
reverse also happens thereafter; 
goodness and mercy are 
developed; certain men become 
saints and heroes."  
 

• — Gilbert King (Devil in the Grove: 
Thurgood Marshall, the Groveland Boys, and 
the Dawn of  a New America) 



•"A lawyer’s 
either a social 
engineer or 
he’s a parasite 
on society."  
 

• — Gilbert King (Devil 
in the Grove: Thurgood 
Marshall, the 
Groveland Boys, and 
the Dawn of  a New 
America) 



•"who wouldn’t confess 
after brutal beatings, 
and who wouldn’t die 
after having been shot 
three times.” Marshall, 
too, was at a loss for 
words, though in that 
moment he knew 
“damn well that man 
was innocent."  
 

• — Gilbert King (Devil in the 
Grove: Thurgood Marshall, the 
Groveland Boys, and the Dawn 
of  a New America) 









•"It is well known that the 
black race is the most 
oppressed and most exploited 
of  the human family. . . .  
What everyone does not 
perhaps know, is that after 
sixty-five years of  so-called 
emancipation, American 
Negroes still endure atrocious 
moral and material sufferings, 
of  which the most cruel and 
horrible is the custom of  
lynching."  
 

• — Hồ Chí Minh 



•"Thurgood Marshall arranged a 
meeting with agents of  the New 
York office of  the FBI "in 
connection with his efforts to 
combat communist attempts to 
infiltrate the NAACP," as the 
FBI put it.  . . . Marshall was, the 
FBI report stated, "afraid of  
people agitating on such matters 
in the South since race tension 
can be easily aroused, especially 
during the summer months."  
 

• — Timothy B. Tyson (Radio Free Dixie: Robert 
F. Williams and the Roots of  Black Power) 



• "To make it tougher, on the eve 
of  the election 250 hooded 
Klansman formed a motorcade 
that snaked its way through Lake 
County, “warning blacks not to 
vote if  they valued their lives.” 
Trailing behind the motorcade in 
a big Oldsmobile, his trademark 
white Stetson visible to all, was 
the incumbent sheriff  himself, 
“making no attempt to interfere” 
when the Klansmen stopped to 
burn a cross in front of  a black 
juke joint in Leesburg."  
 

• — Gilbert King (Devil in the Grove: 
Thurgood Marshall, the Groveland Boys, and 
the Dawn of  a New America) 



• "The “Florida bail bond racket” was, 
according to a former Orlando newspaper 
editor, the “most lucrative business in the 
state.” The bondsmen worked hand in 
glove with employers to secure labor in 
exchange for fines and bond costs. Citrus 
grove foremen informed bondsmen how 
many men were needed, and workers 
were “secured from the stockades.” If  
workers attempted to flee across state 
lines, they could be recaptured “without 
the formality of  extradition proceedings.” 
They had no choice but to work to pay 
off  their fines at whatever grove or camp 
they were taken to, and they often worked 
under the supervision of  armed guards, 
as they might on a chain gang."  
 

• — Gilbert King (Devil in the Grove: Thurgood Marshall, 
the Groveland Boys, and the Dawn of  a New America) 





• "Marshall himself  had felt the 
president’s chill when Attorney General 
Francis Biddle phoned FDR to discuss 
the NAACP’s involvement in a race case 
in Virginia. At Biddle’s instruction, 
Marshall picked up an extension phone 
to listen in, only to hear FDR exclaim, 
“I warned you not to call me again 
about any of  Eleanor’s niggers. Call me 
one more time and you are fired.” 
Marshall later recalled, “The President 
only said ‘nigger’ once, but once was 
enough for me."  
 

• — Gilbert King (Devil in the Grove: Thurgood Marshall, the 
Groveland Boys, and the Dawn of  a New America) 



1954 



• "I'm going to have to bring 
up the nigger bill again. 
[Said to a southern U.S. 
Senator upon the occasion of  
the Republicans re-
introducing the Civil Right 
Act of  1957, according to 
LBJ's Special Counsel Harry 
McPherson.]"  
 

• — Lyndon B. Johnson 
 

• "Let's face it. Our ass is in a 
crack. We're gonna have to let this 
nigger bill pass. [Said to Senator 
John Stennis (D-MS) during 
debate on the Civil Rights Act of  
1957]"  
 

• — Lyndon B. Johnson 



• "These Negroes, they're getting pretty 
uppity these days and that's a problem for us 
since they've got something now they never 
had before, the political pull to back up their 
uppityness. Now we've got to do something 
about this, we've got to give them a little 
something, just enough to quiet them down, 
not enough to make a difference. For if  we 
don't move at all, then their allies will line up 
against us and there'll be no way of  stopping 
them, we'll lose the filibuster and there'll be 
no way of  putting a brake on all sorts of  wild 
legislation. It'll be Reconstruction all over 
again. [Said to Senator Richard Russell, Jr. 
(D-GA) regarding the Civil Rights Act of  
1957]"  
 

• — Lyndon B. Johnson 



 
•"I'll have those 
niggers voting 
Democrat for the 
next 200 years."  
 

• — Lyndon B. Johnson 

 
 



•"Son, when I appoint 
a nigger to the bench, 
I want everybody to 
know he’s a nigger. 
[Said to an aide in 
1965 regarding the 
appointment of  
Thurgood Marshall as 
associate justice of  the 
Supreme Court]"  
 

• — Lyndon B. Johnson 


